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MEMORANDUM FOR:
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Legislative
George
Chief,

Counsel

T. Kalaris
Counterintelligence

Staff

SUBJECT

:

Replies
to Questions
and Comments During
Session
wi$h Mr. Richard
A. Sprague,
Chief
Counsel,
House Select
Committee
on
Assassinations,
1 December 1976

REFERENCE

:

OLC Memorandum for the Record,
1 December 1976 (OLC 76-3488)

The CI Staff
has prepared
replies
1.
and comments of Richard
A. Sprague,
cited
randum for the record
of 1 December 1976.
, (see Tab A) are keyed to the attachment
to

dated

to the questions
in your memoThese replies
your memorandum.

2. Until
an agreement
has been reached
governing
the Agency's
relations
with the Chief Counsel
of the House
Select
Committee,
the CI Staff
recommends that Mr. Sprague
or his designated
representative,
if cleared,
be allowed
to review
the attached
replies
at Headquarters
or in his
office.
Copies can be made available
in the future
when
the Select
Committee
has secure storage
facilities.
3.
A factual
chronological
activities
in Mexico City before
pared by this
Staff,
is attached
(see Tab B).

summary of Oswald's
22 November 1963, prefor your information

George

T. Kalaris

Attachments
AGB
DDO/CI/OG/Russell

Holmes/1253/pm

DISTRIBUTION:
-.
Legislative
Orig
7
- C/C1 w/o/atts
- CI/OG/Holmes
x

Counsel

(24 Jan
w/atts
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SUBJECT:

House

Select

Committee

on Assassinations

-_-._._
.._.“.._
..-.,

-,-,-

I

with
1. h/it-. Geoz-gc Gary and I met today for three and a half hollrs
Chief Counsel,
1Touse Select Committee
051
h<r . Richard
C . Sprague,
Assassinations,
for his review
of the Agency’s
analysis
and related
CIA
documents
of the Kessler
article
alleging
the’Agency
withheld
details
of
Lee Harvey
Oswald’s
activ’ities
in Mexico
from the Warren
Commission.
VJe also discussed
the draft Memoran4um
of Understanding
between
the
Committee
and the FBI and the Director’s
letter to the Chairman
on
destruction
of Agency
documents.
.

2. Sprague
raised
a number
of questions
particularly
why the Mexico
Station,
in its first report
to Headquarters,
only mentioned
that an
individual
identifying
himself
as Oswald
contacted
the Soviet Embassy
inquiring
about a telegram
and did not report
than an individual
a few days
earlier
had contacted
the Embassy
seeking
to go to Russia.
He made clear
that he was using
hindsight
and that the questions
he raised
may be
explainable.
His other questions
and comments
are set forth in the ‘attachment.
3. Sprague
stressed
that he wants to set the record
straight
and will seek
In this regard,
he noted
the best evidence
to resolve
any questions
raised.
that those people
the Committee
has interviewed
who worked
on the transcript
at the Mexico
Station
provided
more information
than shown in our transcripts.
Also,
they indicated
that Oswald
spoke only in English,
whereas
the transcripts
He will be re-interviewing
them to resolve
indicate
he at times spoke Russian.
that question
and asked that me provide
him the transcripts.
He suggested
that
the Agency
may want to participate
in the interviews
since the Agency
would
undoubtedly
have a strong
interest
in the matter.
Mr. Cary noted that the
Agency
has been very reluctant
to contact
any of our people
in connection
with Committee
investigations
to avoid any impression
that we are counseling
their
responses
to protect
the Agency;
however,
he v~oulcl discuss
this
suggestion
with the Director.

i
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4. Sprague
accepted
the offer by Mr. Cary to visit the Agency
and
ta.11: to our people
who are most knowledgeable
of the Agency
information
on Oswald’s
activities
in Mexico
and can better
explain
the questions
he
Sprague
emphasized
that he wants to conduct
the investigation
has raised.
in close cooperation
with the Agency
and understands
and appreciates
the
He
said
he
is
appalled
at
the
damaging
effects
of
security
sensitivities.
the Freedom
of Information
Act upon the agencies.
To stress his position
on
-confidentiality,
he said he has withheld
confidential
information.
from the courts
despite
threat
of contempt
citations.
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of th P. ,i;sticc
Departm&l
to DCID l/14 in the
and Paul Dnlcy
of the FBI,
Sprague
accepted
the addition
Memora~~clu~n
of Und~rstantlil~g
\vith the Rurc;!u.
IJle
will
cspeditc
finalizjng
the
ag:rccrnellts
xrith
Justice
and
and other
changes.
-ciblc
to
work
out
will
get together
with
our Sctcurity
people
as soon as po5~
He
suggcstcd
a change
in the Director’s
letter
procedures
with
the Agency.
on document
destruction
to make clear
that the Committee
is to make a
determination
on destruction
before
any material
is destroyed.
5.

\!‘c informed

Spragut-

that I,arry
Callahan
approved
the rcfc:rex~ces

. J$LLjL~-~~~-~
.
Assistpnt

Legislative

ounsel

Distribution:
l- General Counsel
l- Mr. Bolten, S\/DDCI
Mr. Breckinridge,
D/IG
Mr. Stembridge, DD/Sec
John Leader, OIG
Russ Holmes, CI Staff
Philip Fendig, SA/DL)/O
OLC Subject
OLC Chrono
0LC:PLC:caiZ
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QUJC%‘IONS

AI\‘0

COiblIh’%N’:‘rS

JlUJ’iIN(;

SESSION

\VITE-I

RlCHAHD
SPRAGUE,
CHIEF COUNSEL,
IJOUSE SELECT
COMMITTEE
ON ASSASSINATIONS
- 1 J~ECEMBER
1976 DURING
HIS REVIEW
OF AGENCY
COMMENTS
ON THE
KESSLER
ARTICLE
OF 26 NOVEJ1’JBER 1976

Jl,

QUESTION:
Does the material
include
all of the transcripts?

J2.

QUESTION:

3.

.L.

Where

which
Were

a;e the originals

we made available
to him
there any copies in Russian?
of the transcripts?

COMMENT:
The Committee
has contacted
the persons
who
Both of them
allegedly
translated
and typed the transcripts.
said that in his conversations
with the foreign
embassies
Lee Harvey
Oswald did talk of a “deal”
to go to Russia.
Furthermore,
both of these individuals
said that Oswald
spoke in English
not Russian.
From their interviews
of these individuals,
the Committee
feels they have
obtained
more information
than was involved
in the
Oswald conversations
than is included
in the transcripts
which we made available
to Mr. Sprague.
QUESTION:
What arrangements
could be made for the
people whom the Committee
has interviewed
to review
the transcripts
which we made available
to Mr. Sprague
for the purposes
of clarifying
gaps, discrepancies,
or
inconsistencies
in their statements
and inferences
to
be drawn from the transcripts
we made available?
Sprague assumes that the Agency is as interested
in
getting this whole business
resolved
as the Commitee
is (we indicated
that indeed we were and that we would
take this subject up with our people and be back in
Mr. Sprague said he would provide
touch with him.
us with the names of the individuals
whom they have
interviewed
and inferred
that Agency representatives
might be allowed
to be present
during these sessions
if we desired.)

L. -!

5.

COMMENT:
It appears
in reviewing
the various
letters,
attempt on
affidavits,
etc., that there was a deliberate
the Agency’s
part to avoid any references
to information
concerning
Oswald’s
interest
in travelling
to Cuba and
the cablegram
from a station
R.ussia.
For example,
in Mexico related
only to the telegram
and made no
mention
on Oswaltipart
to go to Russia.
:

.

.

% 6.

a2t.e

wily

from

J7.

QUESTION:
l%‘as there any provision
for holding the tapes
of any conversations
in the event any interest
was shown
in them?
This is particularly
pertinent
i-n viesv of a cable
to Headquarters
when five days later Oswald was identified
as the individual
involved.

“8.

QUESTION:
With reference
to the Belin letter,
regarding
the photo which was suspected
of being Oswald,
when was
the cablegram
prepared?
There
appears to be evidence
that
the cable was prepared
sometiye
before it was sent.

u9.

QUESTION
photograph
to identify
embassy?

&lo.

QUESTION:
Were photographs
entered the embassy?

:......;::;
=“-A.-+!s@?

/

QUESTION:
If there wcrc) taps on boil1 embassies,
there not two transcripts
of Os~valtl’s col1-k~c’rsatiolm
one embassy to the other?

11.

of a man taken from a
: Wh y was a description
of a person going into the Russian embassy used
a man who placed a telephone
call at the Cuban
made

of all persons

who

COMMENT:
It’s rather
strange that there was no interest
in an individual
who was inquiring
about going to Cuba and
to Russia at a time when it was against U. S. law to travel
to Cuba.

:

QUESTION:
Vi&o made the marginal
notes on the transcripts?
It appears
that most of the notations
were made by the same
person and with the same type of writing
instrument.
QUESTION:
With respect
to the Helms letter,
say anything
about the visa request
to Russia,
with the telegram?
14,
L-15.

16.

COMMENT:
I have a feeling
that there
disclose
the visa aspects of this case.

why didn’t Helms
instead of dealing

was an effort

not to

QUESTION:
With respect
to the 25 November
1963 Helms
letter
regarding
the transcripts
of the three phone calls,
how can you make. voice comparisons
when the tapes have
been erased?
COMMENT:
He does not agree with the chronology
of
He also inquired
who wrote the chronology.
of the photographs.
\

2

only

Replies
to Questions
and Comments During
Session with
Mr. Richard
A. Sprague,
Chief
Counsel,
House Select
Committee
on Assassinations,
1 December 1976.
QUESTION:
Does the
1.
Richard
Sprague include
copies
in Russian?

material
all the

which we made available
transcripts?
Were there

to
any

According
to our files
on Lee Harvey Oswald,
five
REPLY:
telephone
calls
(described
below),
clandestinely
recorded,
related
to Oswald and his request
for a transit
visa for Cuba
Xerox
so that he could travel
to the 'Soviet
Union via Cuba.
copies
of the transcripts
of these five telephone
calls
were
shown to Mr. Sprague on 1 December 1976.
These

telephone

calls

are

as follows:

1963, 1605 - from Silvia
Duran, a
11 27 September
Mexican
citizen
employed
in the Cuban Consulate,
to an
Language:
unidentified
person in the Soviet
Embassy.
Spanish
with accompanying
translation.
27 September
1963, 1626 hours - from an unidenti2)
fied person in the Soviet
Embassy to Silvia
Duran in the
Cuban Consulate.
Language:
Spanish with accompanying
translation.
28 September
1963, 1151 hours - from Silvia
3)
in the Cuban Consulate
to an unidentified
person
an unidentified
Soviet
Embassy.
During
the call,
American
(believed
to be Oswald)
speaks with the
Language:
Spanish
in English
and broken Russian.
accompanying
translation;
English;
translation
in
of the broken Russian
(which
not included
in the
cript).

Duran
in the
North
Russian
with
English
trans-

1 October
1963, 1031 hours - from an unknown male
4)
Languto an unidentified
person
in the Soviet
Embassy.
age:
English.
[Comment:
According
to the transcriber's
comments,
the unidentified
person spoke in broken Russian;
however,
the Russian was apparently
not transcribed
as
no transcript
in Russian
appears
in Oswald's
file.]
1 October
1963, 1045 hours - same unknown male
5)
calls
the Soviet
Embassy;
he speaks to Obyedkov,
a Soviet
English.
Embassy ,guard.
Language:

[Comments:
According
to the transcriber,
"Oswald
is identical
with person.
. .speaking
broken
Russian
who called
from Cuban Embassy on
If Oswald spoke
28 September
to Soviet
Embassy."
broken Russian
during
this
telephone
call,
the
Russian
apparently
was not transcribed
as no
transcript
in Russian
appears in Oswald's
file.]
of

In answer to the second part of this
the transcripts
held in the Oswald file

question--none
is in Russian.

COMMENT: The Warren Coqmission
group that visited
the
Mexico Station
examined
not only the five voice
intercepts,
but one other
for the 27th of September
and one for the
3rd of October
which seemed to have relevance.
L.::-

i

On 27 September
at 1037 hours,
the Soviet
Embassy received
a call
from an unknown individual
speaking
Spanish
He was told
that
who said he wanted visas
to go to Odessa.
Oswald is
the Consul was not in and to call
back at 1130.
known to have arrived
at the Flecha Roja bus terminal
on
It was,
bus no. 516 at about 1000 hours on 27 September.
But
therefore,
possible
for him to have made this
call.
granting
this,
it is believed
the call
was not Oswald's
for the following
reasons:
The caller
wanted visas-? and specifically
for
Odesza.
Oswald was seeking
a visa and never in any
context
did he specify
the Black Sea port of Odessa
as a destination.
.

The call
was directed
to the correct
Soviet
b.
On 1 October,
Oswald
consular
number:
15-60-55.
first
called
the wrong number, 15-69-87
(the military
and had to redirect
his call
to
attache's
number),
the correct
number,
15-60-55.
It seems unlikely
that he would have made the initial
call,
on Friday
the 27th,
to the correct
number,
and then called
the
incorrect
number on 1 October.
C.

clude
which
modus

The use of
Oswald unless
seems unlikely
operandi.

the Spanish
language
would exhe made use of an intermediary,
from what is known of his

On 3 October
at 1539 hours an individual
speaking
called
the Soviet
Embassy
broken Spanish,
then English,
Call
The
Soviet
respondent
says:
and asked for a visa.
-2

!

.-.>-.--.
. ..._.::.-.
.A.-.
...,;.
.--_
.

on the other phone.
The requestor
states:
I'm looking
for a visa to go to Russia.
The Soviet
says:
Please
call
on the telephone
of the Consul,
15-60-55.
The
requestor
says:
One moment please,
1'11 have to get a
pencil
to write
down the number.
They issue the visa
there?
The Soviet:
That depends upon your conversation.
I don't
know about this business.
The requestor
asks
for the number again.
The Soviet
gives him the number
and tells
him to ask for the Consul of the Soviet
Embassy
in Mexico.
The relevance
on three grounds:

of

this

'sntercept

to Oswald

is

excludable

a.
The use of broken Spanish.
Oswald throughout
used broken Russian
or English.
He had no competence
in Spanish
and could not handle a conversation
of
this
kind.
b.
The substance
of the request
indicates
a visa
request
in the first
stages of initiation.
Oswald
had developed
his request
with the Cubans and the
Soviets
the previous
Saturday
to a point
well beyond
the stage indicated
by the substance
of this
call.
C.
Oswald had left
Mexico City,
based on all
available
evidence,
the early morning
of the previous
day, 2 October,
and thus could not have made
this
local
call.

2.

QUESTION:

Where

are

the

originals

of the

transcripts?

REPLY:
The originals
or carbon copies
of three
transcripts
(two calls
made on 27 September;
one on
28 September)
are held in Volume I of the Mexico City
Station
files.
Transcripts
of the other two calls
(1 October)
exist
only in Xerox copies.
3.
COMMENT: (Made by Sprague)
The Committee
has contacted
the persons
who allegedly
translated
and typed the
transcripts.
Both of them said that in his conversations
with the foreign
embassies
Lee Harvey Oswald did talk
of a "deal"
to go to Russia.
Furthermore,
both of these.
individuals
said that Oswald spoke in English
not Russian.
From their
interviews
of these individuals,
the Committee
feels
they have obtained
more information
than was involved
in the Oswald conversations
than is included
in the transcripts
which we made available
to Sprague.

3

-

REPLY:
a.
As to a "deal"
made by Oswald-there
in the Lee Harvey Oswald file
to substantiate
allegation.

is nothing
this

As to whether
Oswald spoke English
or Russianb.
See transcript
for 28 September
telephone
call
in which
Oswald (not identified
as Oswald but as '*a North
"speaks
in broken Russian".
See first
call
American")
on 1 October:
man outside
(MO) (believed
to be,Oswald)
See
"talks
to MI (man inside)',
in broken Russian."
the monitor
states
that
second call
on 1 October:
who identified
himself
as Lee Oswald,
MO (man outside),
as being "the same person who phoned a day or so ago
and spoke in broken Russian.
. ."
C.
According
to MEXI 7025, 23 November 1963, the
Mexico City Station
stated
that the monitor
"who did
the transcriptions
says Oswald (in 1 October
telephone
call)
is identical
with person.
. .speaking
broken
Russian
who called
from Cuban Embassy 28 September
to
Soviet
Embassy."

d. According
to the same cable cited
above, the
Mexico City Station
commented regarding
the telephone
call
of 28 September
that the monitor
noted "the North
hardly
recognizable
Russian."
American
spoke terrible,
Copies

of

the

transcripts

are attached

herewith.

QUESTION:
What arrangements
could be made for the
4.
people whom the Committee
has interviewed
to review
the
transcripts
which we made available
to Mr. Sprague for the
purposes
of clarifying
gaps, discrepancies,
or inconsistencies
in their
statements
and inferences
to be drawn from the transcripts
we made available?
REPLY:

Such arrangements

will

be arranged.

It appears
in reviewing
the
COMMENT (Made by Sprague):
5.
various
letters,
affidavits,
etc.,
that there was a deliberate attempt
on the Agency's
part to avoid any references
to
information
concerning
Oswald's
interest
in travelling
to
For example,
the cablegram
from a station
Cuba and Russia.
in Mexico
related
only to the telegram
and made no mention
on Oswald's
part to go to Russia.
4

REPLY TO COMMENT: Although
the information
relating
to Oswald's
contact
by telephone
with the Soviet
Embassy
in Mexico City on 1 October
1963 was reported
to Headquarters
on 8 October,
the information
relating
to the
several
contacts
Oswald had had with both the Soviet
and
Cuban Embassies
did not surface
until
after
the President's
For this
reason,
the dissemination
of
assassination.
10 October
1963 to interested
members of the intelligence
community
referred
only to Oswald's
telephone
call
to the
Soviet
Embassy on 1 October
and his inquiry
as to whether
the Embassy had received
any news concerning
a telegram
It should be
which the Embassy had sent to Washington.
for some uibexplained
reason,
the Headpointed
out that,
quarters'
element
responsible
for drafting
the dissemination had neglected
to mention
that Oswald had made reference
in his telephone
call
to a previous
visit
to the Soviet
[For additional
details
Embassy on 28 September
1963.
relating
to Oswald's
contacts
with the Cuban and Soviet
Embassies
see the reply
to Question
no. 13.1
QUESTION:
If there were taps on both
6.
are there not two transcripts
of Oswald's
from one embassy to the other?
4
I
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embassies,
conversations

why

REPLY:
The five
transcripts
represent
five
telephone
callsmade
either
within
the Soviet
Embassy to an outside
telephone
or were telephone
calls
initiated
outside
the
The
teleSoviet
Embassy to an office
inside
the Embassy.
phone calls
originating
inside
the Embassy or culminating
inside
the Soviet
Embassy involved
telephones
within
the
Soviet
Embassy which had been tapped.
Those telephone
calls
involving
the Cuban Embassy
involved
telephones
inside
the Cuban Embassy which were not
the telephone
Silvia
Duran used
tapped.
In other words,
was not tapped;
therefore,
no recording
was made of calls
on Duran's
telephone
unless
she called
a number of a tapped
telephone
in the Soviet
Embassy.
7.
QUESTION:
Was there any provision
for holding
the tapes
of any conversations
in the event any interest
was shown in
them?
This particularly
pertinent
in view of a cable to
Headquarters
when five days later
Oswald was identified
as
the individual
involved.
Tapes were apparently
held for two weeks and
REPLY:
As a result
the tapes of the voice
intercepts
then erased.
on 27 and 28 September
had been erased so that the voice
could not be compared with the voice
in the 1 October

intercept.
The Station
was told not to erase tapes made
between
22 November and present
(13 December 1963, date of cable).
[For additional
details
see draft
reply
attached
to
Question
no. 13.1
QUESTION:
With reference
to the Belin
letter,
regarding
the photograph
which was suspected
of being Oswald, when
was the cablegram
prepared?
There appears to be evidence
that the cable was prepared
sometime before
it was sent.
8.

REPLY:
The cable in which reference
was made to photographs
a male, who appeared
to be an American,
seen entering
the Soviet
Embassy on 1 October
1963 at 1216 and
leaving
six minutes
later
waslsent
by the Mexico City Station
8 October
1963.
The cable was received
in Washington
on
9 October
1963 at 0043 Greenwich
time.
The fact that there was a lapse of time (seven days) between (a) the intercept
of a telephone
call
to the Soviet
Embassy by a person
identifying
himself
as Lee Oswald,
(b)
the taking
of a photograph
of a male, who appeared
to be
an American,
seen entering
the Soviet
Embassy on 1 October
1963,
and the reporting
of this
information
to Headquarters
may be
explained
by the following
remarks
from a review,
dated 2 May
1975, of Agency holdings
regarding
the photograph
of an
unidentified
individual
in Mexico City published
by the
Warren Commission:
intercept
and photographic
coverage
was not
. . .voice
(and is normally
not).processed
in "real
time".
The means of
acquisition
and the volume of the information
precludes
anything
but the spot reporting
of items judged by the monitor
to be of more than ordinary
interest
and, therefore,
noted
in summary logs.
Full texts
of selected
items require
consultation
of the tape and either
a full
transcription
or full
translation
or both.
Photographic
coverage
tends to become
available
in quantity
lots which requires
scanning
and selection
on a rapid
and accelerated
basis
in four or five
day "peaks".
One of the "triggers"
that normally
operates
to focus and accelerate
more speedy review
and reporting
of
this
kind of raw intelligence
is the mention
of a name.
This
was precisely
what occurred
in the second of two conversations
on 1 October with the Soviet
Embassy,
during
which the speaker
said he was "Lee Oswald".
It was this
information
reported
by the Station
to Headquarters
in its first
indication
on
Oswald on 8 October
1963.
6

The Mexico City Station
did one more thing
in its
8 October
report
on Lee Oswald based upon its 1 October
it coupled
the data with descriptive
voice
intercepts:
information
it had acquired
from a sensitive
collateral
source--a
photograph
of a male individual,
apparently,
an
American,
who was observed
entering
the Soviet
Embassy on
The Station
reported
this
on the 8th as a matter
1 October.
The Station
did not assert
or suggest
of coincident
fact.
that the data deduced from the photograph
was in fact
Oswald,
or indeed,
was in any way related
to Oswald.
Why was the description
of a man taken from
9.
QUESTION:
a photograph
of a person going into the Russian
Embassy used
to identify
a man who placedLa
telephone
call
at the Cuban
Embassy?
REPLY:
It would appear from information
contained
in the
Oswamle
that the Station
did not use the description
of
a man taken from a photograph
of a person going into the
Russian
Embassy to identify
a man who placed
a telephone
call
Rather,
according
to comments in the
at the Cuban Embassy.
it would appear that the monitor/transcriber
Oswald file,
who made a call
identified
the "unknown North American,"
(actually
initiated
by Silvia
Duran) from the Cuban Consulate
on 28 September,
as being the same person who called
the
Soviet
Embassy on two occasions
on 1 October
1963.
The monitor
based his identification
upon the fact that,
who spoke broken Russian
during
according
to him, the.person
the first
of two calls
to the Soviet
Embassy and who subsequently
identified
himself
as Lee Oswald during
the second
of the two calls
was the same person who spoke "terrible,
during
the telephone
call
of
hardly
recognizable
Russian"
28 September
from the Cuban Embassy to the Soviet
Embassy.
[For additional
details
relating
to the photographs
of the
see the attached
summary taken from
"unknown
North American"
a Staff
Review completed
on 2 May 1975.1
SUMMARY: At the time that Oswald's
name surfaced
in the
intercepts
of the telephone
calls
into and out of the Soviet
the Station
did not know that Oswald had been to
Embassy,
Inasmuch as the
the Soviet
Embassy on the 28th of September.
Soviet
Embassy was usually
closed
to the public
on Saturdaysthe 28th was a Saturday-the
Station
devoted
its search for
a photograph
of an American
entering
the Soviet
Embassy onthe 1st of October
on the off chance that Oswald might have
visited
the Embassy as well as having made a telephone
call
to the Embassy.
. -

_.--.
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According
to statements
in the Oswald file,
the photographic
surveillance
team registered,
at about mid-day,
the
entry
into the Soviet
Embassy of an individual,
wearing
a
white
shirt,
who, in the opinion
of the Station,
among all
the persons
photographed
that day, appeals to be the only person
who entered
the Soviet
installation,
who appeared to be a
non-Latin
and possibly
an American.
On the chance there
could be an association
between
the identification
data derived
from the voice
intercept
and the descriptive
data
the Station
reported
the two
derived
from the photograph,
elements
as separate
facts
in its cable to Headquarters
on
The Stationadid
not assert
or suggest
that
8 October
1963.
the data deduced from the pho$ograph
was in fact Oswald,
or
The Station
merely
indeed,
was in any way related
to Oswald.
stated
that
(we) "have photographs
of a male who appears
to
be anAmerican
entering
the Soviet
Embassy at 1216 hours,.
Apparent
age 35, athletic
leaving
at 1222, on 1 October.
build,
circa
6 feet?
receding
hairline,
balding
top, wore
khakis
and sport
shirt."
On 10 October
1963 the Headquarters
desk responsible
for
action
disseminated
this
report
to the Department
of State,
the FBI, and the Navy Department
by routine
electrical
transmission,
adding some collateral
details
drawn from a review
of-the
Oswald file.
a.
On 1 October
1963 a reliable
and sensitive
source in Mexico reported
that an American
male, who
identified
himself
as Lee Oswald,
contacted
the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico City inquiring
whether
the Embassy
had received
any news concerning
a telegram
which had
The American
was described
been sent to Washington.
as approximately
35 years old, with an athletic
build,
about 6 feet tall,
with a "receding"
hairline.
b.
It is believed
that Oswald may be identical
to
born on 18 October
1939 in New
Lee Henry [sic]
Oswald,
a former U.S. Marine who defected
Louisiana,
Orleans,
to the Soviet
Union in October
1959 and later
made
arrangements
through
the United
States
Embassy in
Moscow to return
to the United
States
with his Russianborn wife,
Marina
Nikolaevna
P u s a k o v a [sic]
and
their
child.
C.
The
disseminated
Any further
be furnished
available
to

information
in paragraph
(1) is being
to your representatives
in Mexico City.
information
received
on this
subject
will
This information
is being made
you.
the Immigration
and Naturalization
Service.
8

-

Although
the reaction
of the Headquarters
desk was
"by the book" and in good time,
there were a number of
errors
in this
dissemination
to the departments
which,
were concerned
with the Oswald case:
on the record,
.
Oswald's
middle
name was given inaccurately:
"Henr;"
for Harvey.
The reason for this mistake
is
The sheet opening
the file
on
simplicity
itself.
Oswald on 9 December 1960 had been erroneously
inscribed
'*OSWALD, Lee Henry".

His wife's
maiden name was spelled
incorrectly:
b.
"P u s a k o v a" for P r' u s a k o v a.
c
Neither
of these errors
is significant,
the more important
error
appeared
in the second paragraph
of the Mexico Station's
report.
This paragraph
dealt
with a concurrent,
but separate
The description
of an individual
observed
going.
phenomenon.
into
and out of the Soviet
Embassy, had been locked
on to
The Station's
Lee Oswald as an alleged
descriptive
fact.
"appeared
to be an American",
was transformed
qualification,
in the flat
designation
of the unidentified
individual
as
"The American."
There can be no question
that this misreading
of the
Mexico
Station
report
was an analyst's
error
which escaped
the descripdetection
in the coordination
before
release:
tive
details
attributed
to Oswald were so far off the mark
as to be immediately
recognizable
as such by the recipients
among whom both the Navy and the FBI had
in Washington,
photographs
of Oswald.
[NB:
It should be recalled
that
CIA had no photograph
of Oswald in Headquarters
or in Mexico
City to examine.]
Confirmation
of this
judgement
is provided
by the contents
of the cable composed by the same analyst
and sent as of
22092 time (two hours later)
to Mexico Station,
referencing
the latter's
8 October
cable:

_.

:

(1)
Lee Oswald who called
the
1 October
is probably
identical
Oswald born on 18 October
1939
Louisiana,
former
radar operator
States
Marines
who defected
to
1959.
Oswald is five
feet ten
sixty-five
pounds,
light
brown
(Emphasis
added.)
[DIR 74830,

Soviet
Embassy on
to Lee Henry [sic]
in New Orleans,
in the United
the USSR in October
inches,
one hundred.
wavy hair,
blue eyes.
10 October
1963.1

Headquarters
feedback
to Mexico City of Oswald's
correct
description
should have been sufficient,
in view
of the incongruities
with the details
deduced from the
photograph
of the unidentified
male, to keep these two
But things
did not
matters
apart as investigative
facts.
work out that way.
On 15 October
1963, Mexico Station
asked Headquarters
On 24 October
1963,
to pouch a photograph
of Oswald.
Headquarters
requested
by electrical
transmission
two copies
No photograph
had
of the most recent
photograph
of Oswald.
[DIR
77978,
been received
by the CIA by 22 November 1963.
On &6 November 1963, the Mexico
24 October
1963.1
[NB:
Station
received
through
the open mail,
directly
from the
of Oswald.]
D-epartment
of the Navy, a photograph
.:._.
.' 1 .
.

Within
its limitations
and capabilities,
Mexico Station
had done all it could to comply with Headquarters'
instructions:
a.
Headquarters
had been alerted?
and in turn,
those
agencies
with an investigative
or policy
interest
in
Oswald as an American
in the United
States,
had been
alerted,
both in Washington
and in the field.
b.
Mexico Station
had no further
to report
because -as
it was ultimately
he had left
Mexico City on 2 October.

contacts
by Oswald
ascertained-

Oswald was not an Agency investigative
responsiEven with a photograph,
it would
in any case.
bili&
have t;ken
very special
efforts,
triggered
by the other
interested
United
States
agencies,
to have made a
positive
identification.
,

There

the matter

rested

until

mid-day

22 November

1963.

When it was learned
22 November that one Lee Harvey
Oswald had been arrested
in Dallas
in connection
with the
assassination
of President
Kennedy,
the Mexico Station
cabled
Headquarters
and requested
the latter
to send by "priority
pouch a photograph
of Oswald so that the Station
can check
The Station
also indicated
all recent
coverage
for Oswald."
that it would be forwarding
as soon as possible
copies
of
"the only visitor
to the Soviet
Embassy on 1 October
who
The Station
made reference
could be identical
with Oswald."
to its earlier
messages of 8 October
and 15 October
and
Headquarters'
reply
of 10 October
1963.
10
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It is clear
that Mexico Station
had forgotten
that
according
to its own communication
the unidentified
male
in the photograph
was of "apparent
age 35" and that the
accurate
description
of Oswald forwarded
by Headquarters
on 10 October
precluded
the identity
with Oswald of the
person whom they regarded
as the "only visitor
to the
Soviet
Embassy on 1 October who could be identical."
The Station
meanwhile
had begun a review
of all
its
technical
and photographic
intelligence.
A dispatch
was
prepared
in accordance
with the indicated
given in the
The dispatch
noted that photocable mentioned
above.
graphic
coverage
of the unide'ntified
individual
had turned
up on 4 and 15 October
at the Soviet
and Cuban Embassies,
The text of the 22 November 1963 pouched
respectively.
dispatch
read:
1.
Attached
are copies
of the only photographs
1963 which appeared
to be
obtained.
. .on 1 October
This same man visited
the Soviet
Embassy
an American.
on 4 October
1963.
’

II

2.
Copies of these photographs
were shown to
the U.S. Ambassador
on 22 November 1963 and a copy
of each of the two photographs
was given to Chief,
on that date.
. .
Mexico,
I1

FBI,

Photographs
dated 15 October
1963 were
"P.S.
These were taken
inserted
after
typing
of dispatch.
as [the]
person entered
the Cuban Embassy."
This latter
Headquarters
-_..
.---..
-...-TyFw.-.
..-A<
,FY

bit of information
on 23 November:

was reported

by cable

to

l? 1.

.
. :
. . . . -:

Mexico
Station
has photographs
same unidentified American
type who is possibly
Oswald entering
Searching
for possibility
Cuban Embassy on 15 October.
photo-documented
entry Cuban Embassy other days.
,I 2.
departure

.-.:. . __

Also attempting
Mexico."

establish

Oswald

entry

The same day at 01362 time,
headquarters
asked
Station
to send a staff
member with all photographs
quarters
on the next available
flight.

and
Mexico
to Head-

Concurrently
with or before
the foregoing
cables
quarters
the Chief-of
Station
had spoken directly
by
phone with the Western Hemisphere
Chief of Division
-secured
permission
to give copies
of the photographs

to Headteleand
of the

.

unidentified
them known

individual
to the
to the Ambassador.

Legal

Attache

and to make

In a note to the WH Chief of Division,
the Chief of
Station
noted that at 6 p.m. Mexico Time on 22 November,
the Ambassador
decided
that this was important
enough to
have a member of the Legal Attache's
office
take copies
of these pictures
to Dallas,
Texas.
The Naval Attache
is making a special
flight
from Mexico City for this
purpose.
On the

23rd

at 17292

City:

timq,

L

Headquarters

advised

Mexico

"The FBI says that the photographs
of the man
entering
the Soviet
Embassy which Mexico Station
Presume Mexico
sent to Dallas
were not ,of Lee Oswald.
Station
has double-checked
dates of these photographs
and is also checking
all pertinent
photographs
for
possible
shots of Oswald."
And at this
Station
agreed:

point,

20482 time,

23 November,

Mexico

"Saw photographs
of Lee Oswald on television
night
of 22 November and it obvious
photographs
sent to Dallas
Dates
were not identical
with Lee Oswald held in Dallas.
are as given on photographs.
"Mexico
of persons

Station
entering

is reviewing
all available
Soviet
and Cuban Embassies."

Two hours later
(22452 time,
had reported
the results
of its
coverage:

photographs

23 November 1963) the Station
effort
to review
all available

"Complete
recheck
of photographs
of all visitors
to
Cuban Embassy from August through
first
half of November
against
good press photographs
shows no evidence
of
Oswald visit.
Similar
blank against
all Soviet
Embassy
we know
Note, only visit
photographs
from 1 September.
he made to Cuban Embassy 28 September,
Saturday,
on
which Embassy closed
and we had not had coverage.
. ."
With
individual"
of which
that the
Oswald.
a certain
-the
hard
identified

this

communication
the matter
of the "unidentified
reaches
the end of phase I, the key element
is the conviction,
at first
latent,
then expressed,
photographed
individual
might be identical
with
This applies
especially
to the Station,
though at
point
even Headquarters
moved no rebuttal
despite
fact that the description
of Oswald and the unindividual
were quite
disparate.

10.
QUESTION:
Were photographs
entered
the embassy?

made of

all

persons

who

REPLY: Although
there is no statement
in files
pertaining
to the photograph
surveillance
operation
directed
against
the Soviet
Embassy that "all"~persons
entering
or
leaving
the Soviet
installation
were to be photographed,
some idea of the magnitude
of the pictures
obtained
may be
One report,
for example,
gleaned
from progress
reports.
covering
the period
of February,
March, April
1964, states
that
205 rolls
of film were used, or approximately
7,400
frames.
As to photographic
coverage
of 27 and 28 September
when Oswald is known to havelvisited
both the Cuban and
Soviet
Embassies,
the following
statements
come from a factual
chronological
survey
(relating
to the photograph
of an unidentified
individual
in the WBrren Commission
Report)
completed
on 2 May 1975:
"There was no photographic
coverage
of' Oswald's
a.
entries
into either
the Cuban or Soviet
Embassies
on
the 27th.
The lack of coverage
on the Cuban installation
the camera,
based upon the recollection
is explainable:
of officers
still
in service
in headquarters,
was down
on the 27th because of mechanical
malfunction,
which was
Why Oswald was missed in his
in course of correction.
probable
entry
to the Soviet
installation
on the 27th is
not yet explained,
but no technical
operation
of that
kind is infallible."
b.
"Both the Cuban and Soviet
Embassies
were
Photographic
coverage
to the public
on Saturdays.
normally
suspended
Saturdays
and Sundays."
For this
Embassies

latter
reason,
on the 28th,

Oswald's
visits
a Saturday,
were

closed
was

to the Cuban and Soviet
not photographed.

rather
strange
that there was no interest
COMMENT: It's
11.
in an individual
who was inquiring
about going to Cuba and to
Russia
at a time when it was against
United
States
law to
travel
to Cuba.
Americans
inquiring
about
REPLY TO COMMENT: Unidentified
going to Cuba and to Russia are only of secondary
interest
to
Were the Agency to learn.
the Central
Intelligence
Agency.
that an identified
American
had been inquiring
at the Cuban
Embassy about travel
to that country
and to the Soviet
Union,
such information
would be immediately
made available
to the
local
representative.of
the FBI for his information
and action,
and to Headquarters-for
dissemination
to at least
the DepartThe
ment of State and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
-Agency
would attempt
to obtain
further
information
only if it
received
an official
request
from the FBI or the Department
of State.

Station

In the case of Lee Harvey
had done all it could:

Oswald,

the Mexico

City

a.
Headquarters
had been alerted
(on 8 October
1963),
and in turn those agencies
with an investigative
or
policy
interest
in Oswald as an American
had been alerted,
both in Washington
and in the field.

.-.-:...
I.-..
:-

b.
Mexico Station
had no further
to report
because he had left
Mexico
bilyty
d.
having

Oswald contacts
City on 2 October.

Oswald was not
, in any case.
The Agency
an interest

an Agency investigative
responsi\
received
no request
from those agencies
in Oswald-the
FBI, Navy and State.

12. QUESTION:
Who made the marginal
notes on the transcripts?
It appears that most of the notations
were made by the same
person and with the same type of writing
instrument.
REPLY:
ChiefMexico

..

-:
7p-p

:

:._.

._-1-.

_
._

._

. .

.

comments
Station.

were

made by Winston

With respect
to the Helms'
13. QUESTION:
Helms say anything
about the visa request
of dealing
only with
the telegram?

-i-i
. .. . . . . ..I.. I

.. .

Marginal
City

:

I (Sprague)
14; [Comment:
effort
not to disclose
the

have
visa

The answer to Question
treated
together.

13 and a reply

Scott,

letter,
why didn't
to Russia,
instead

a feeling
that there was an
aspects
of this
case.]
to Comment

14 are

Although
the information
relating
to Oswald's
contact
by
telephone
with the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico City on 1 October
1963 was reported
to Headquarters
on 8 October,
the information relating
to Oswald's
attempts
to obtain-Cuban
and Soviet
visas
and his several
contacts
with both the Cuban and Soviet
Embassies
did not surface
until
after
the President's
assasthe dissemination
of 10 October
sination.
For this
reason,
1963 to interested
members of the intelligence
community
referred
only to Oswald's
telephone
call
to the Soviet
Embassy
on 1 October
and his inquiry
as to whether
the Embassy had
received
any news concerning
a telegram
sent to Washington,
[Comment:
For some unexplained
reason,
Oswaldts
statement
that he had been to the Soviet
Embassy on 28 September
1963
had not been included
in the dissemination.]

According
to Agency files,
the above information
was
passed in Mexico City on 16 October
to the Legal Attache
as well
as to the Ambassador,
the Minister,
the Counselor
for Political
Affairs,
the Regional
Security
Officer,
the
Naval
Attache,
and to the local
representative
of the Immigration
and Naturalization
Service.
Our Chief of Station
added the comment, which Headquarters
had forwarded
to
Mexico on 10 October,
that "Oswald
is probably
identical
with
born on 18 October
1939 in New Orleans,
Lee Harvey Oswald,
Louisiana,
a former
radar operator
in the U.S. Marine
Corps
who defected
to the Soviet
Unidn in October
1959."
On 18 October
1963, FBI Headquarters
received
a cablegram
This cablegram
furnished
from a Legal Attache
in Mexico City.
information
from CIA classified
“Secret
- Not to be Further
Disseminated,"
reporting
that Lee Oswald had contacted
Soviet
Vice Consul Valeriy
V. Kostikov
of the Soviet
Embassy, Mexico
Mexico,
on September
28, 1963.
The Legal Attache
inCity,
dicated
he was following
this
matter
with CIA and was attempting
to establish
Oswald's
entry
into Mexico and his current
whereabouts.
[Commission
Exhibit
no. 834, pp. 8-9, Vol XVII,
Hearings
before
the President's
Commission
on the Assassination
of President
Kennedy.]
had informed
By the 25th of October
1963, FBI Headquarters
its .field
office
in New: Orleans
that "another
agency had
determined
that Lee Oswald was in contact
with the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico City in the early
part of October
1963."
The New Orleans
field
office
passed this
information
to the
[Vol.
IV,
FBI field
office
in Dallas
on 25 October
1963.
pp. 447 and 459, Hearings
before
the President's
Commission
on the Assassination
of President
Kennedy.]
On 22 November 1963, after
the news of the assassination
the Station
initiated
a review
of all
reached
Mexico City,
as well
as photographic,
coverage
of both
voice
intercept,
This review
of voice
intercept
the Soviet
and Cuban Embassies.
transcripts
conducted
by the monitor
and other personnel
turned
up other
transcripts
of conversations
intercepted
on 27 and
These transcripts
were
28 September
and on 1 October
1963.
[MEXI 7023, MEXI 7025,
reported
to Headquarters
on 23 November.
and MEXI 70331
The Station
made the comment regarding
the telephone
call
of 28 September
from the Cuban Embassy to the Soviet
Embassy
in view of the fact
that Oswald had been in the Soviet
that,
Union and the fact that he stated
in the 1 October
telephone
call
he had visited
the Soviet
Embassy on 28 September,
the
&identified
North American
referred
to in Duran's
telephone
15
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call
from
probably
unable
to
cause the
had been
received.

the Cuban Embassy to the Soviet
Embassy was
Oswald.
The Station
went on to say that it was
compare the voices
in the two conversations
betape of the first
conversation
(28 September)
erased before
the second call
(1 October)
had been

The information
concerning
the 28 September
1963 telephone call
was disseminated
to the Federal
Bureau of Investi[DIR 849151
gation
on 23 November 1963.
Information
relating
to tyo of the three visits
Oswald
made to the Cuban Embassy was provided
by Silvia
Duran,
a
Before
1800
Mexican
citizen
employed by the Cuban Embassy.
on 23 November 1963, Silvia
Duran and her husband were arSilvia
Duran
rested
by Mexican
authorities
for interrogation.
was apparently
cooperative
and gave written
statements
attesting
to two visits
by Oswald to the Cuban Embassy in the
The purpose
of the visits
was to
latter'part
of September.
obtain
a visa allowing
him to transit
Cuba on his way to the
This information
was included
in a report
Soviet
Union.
[DIR
849501
disseminated
to FBI on 23 November 1963.
f
.a;..
..:
,.,i ..._:

On 26 November 1963, the Mexico Desk of WH Division
disseminated to the FBI a transcript
of the telephone
call
of 28 September 1963 and a transcript
of the telephone
call
made on 1
October
in which the caller
identified
himself
as Lee Oswald.
The.Desk
also included
a transcript
of three other telephone
(The
calls
made on 27 September,
1 October,
and 3 October.
latter
call
is believed
not to have been made by Oswald,
as
he had already
left
Mexico City.)
The Desk commented that
indicated
that the 'North
American'
who
"Voice
comparisons
participated
in several
of these conversations
is probably
the person who identified
himself
as Lee Oswald on 1 October
[Comment:
(I) This latter
statement
1963."
[CSCI-3/778,829]
According
to a previous
cable from
is not entirely
accurate.
Mexico
City
- MEXI 7023, 23 November 1963 - the tapes of the
If that
is so,
28 September
telephone
call
had been erased.
the tape of the 27 September
call
must also have been erased.
Analysis
by voice
comparison
could not be made; however,
the
monitor
based his analysis
upon what he could recall
of the
(2) In referconversations
as they were recorded
on tape.
ence to the 28 September
call
from the Cuban Embassy to the
Soviet
Embassy during
which Oswald spoke with the Soviet
the monitor
noted that the then "unidentified
North
Consul,
hardly
recognizable
Russian.
spoke terrible,
American"
16
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(MEXI 7023).
The monitor
later
claims
that the person
identifying
himself
as Oswald in the 1 October
call
is
identical
with the person speaking
broken Russian
during
the 28 September
telephone
call
from the Cuban Embassy to
(MEXI 7025)
the Soviet
Embassy.
On 27 November 1963, in a memorandum to the Legal
Attache,
the Chief of Station
in Mexico City passed photostatic
copies
of transcripts
"of all conversations
from
technical
operations
of this
office
which are possibly
per[Memorandum
to
Mr.
Clark
D.
Anderson,
tinent
to this
case."
Lee Harvey
Legal Attache,
from Winston
SC&t;
Subject:
Memorandum
dated
27
November
1963.1
Oswald with
alias.
On 27 November 1963, the Mexico Desk disseminated
a
According
to this
second report
on Silvia
Duran to the FBI.
the interrogation
of Silvia
Duran by Mexican
dissemination,
authorities
revealed
that the passport
Oswald showed to her
Oswald said
was still
valid
for travel
to the Soviet
Union.
he wanted to return
there with his wife,
to remain permaDuran had the impression
that Oswald had, or thought
nently.
he had, made arrangements
in Washington
whereby
instructions
would be sent to the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico to issue his
Soviet
entry visa
in a manner which would eliminate
his
When his real or imagined
having
to visit
the Soviet
Embassy.
instructions
failed
to work smoothly
he became rude to the
Soviets.
[DIR 852221. .The highlights
from the official
Mexican
interrogation
report
on Silvia
Duran and her husband.
Horatio
Duran Navarrqwere
disseminated
on 29 November 1963
of State,
and the Federal
to the White House, the Department
Bureau of Investigation.
On 29 November 1963, the Mexican Desk disseminated
to the
and the FBI, the information
White House, the State Department,
that Mexican
authorities
had advised
the Mexico City Station
that Silvia
Duran had been rearrested
for more.interrogation
on 28 November
in the Lee Harvey Oswald case, had been released
She would remain under close surveillance
but could be
1963.
Mexican
authorities
apprehended
again if the need arose.
still
believed
her involvement
with Lee Oswald in Mexico City
to be only in connection
with his applications
for Cuban and
Soviet
visas.
[DIR 857141
QUESTION:
With respect
to the 25 November 1963 Helms'
15.
letter
regarding
the transcripts
of the three phone calls,
how can you make voice
comparisons
when the tapes have been
erased?
17
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The Helms referred
to above was typed on
REPLY:
25 November 1963 and was disseminated
to the FBI on
The Desk responsible
for making the
26 November 1963.
dissemination
erroneously
commented that "Voice
comparisons
who participated
in several
indicated
that the 'North
American'
of these conversations
is probably
the person who identified
himself
as Lee Oswald on 1 October
1963."
According
to a
previous
cable from Mexico City - [MEXI 7023, 23 November 19631
the tapes of the 28 September
telephone
call
had been erased.
call
must also
If that is so, the tape of the 27 September
Analysis
by voice
comparison
could not be
have been erased.
the monitor
base,d his analysis
upon what he
made; rather,
could recall
of the conversatibns
as they had been recorded
on tape.
Comment:
He (Sprague)
does not
16.
He also inquired
of the photographs.
REPLY:
SpragGZ7iZs
CI Staff;

agree with
who wrote

We should be glad to discuss
specific
points
he disagrees

the
with

the
the

chronology
chronology.

chrbnology
if
in the chronology.

The chronology
was probably
prepared
within
the name of the compiler
is unknown.
however,

..-..

the

-
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